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  Smart results,

delivered simply.


 Clark Hill is an international team of legal advisors focused on delivering exceptional growth for your business.
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 Our Values
 Clark Hill is built upon a core set of values that guide us in our relationships with our clients, our interactions with each other, and our connection to the communities in which we serve.
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 Clark Hill Voices
 Enjoy conversations between our attorneys and professionals in a variety of industries. 
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      News & Events
    
  Event 2024 Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Laws Summit Chicago
 This event will include a panel discussion with expert industry leaders, offering a deep dive into the most pressing issues and advancements in AI and data privacy laws. You’ll gain critical knowledge and explore the implications of AI in legal and privacy domains so you can update your practices to reflect the highest standards of data stewardship. 
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 Event Webinar: SaaS and Cloud: At the Intersection of IP and Data Protection
 In this webinar, our presenters will provide a high-level overview of a typical SaaS transaction Our goal is to help you make informed decisions regarding the scope of work and resource commitment required to complete these types of transactions. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to gain valuable insights into safeguarding your organization’s interests in the digital age.
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 Event WEBINAR: The Race to 2024: Politics and Social Media in the Workplace and Employer Rights
 Over the last several years, employers have seen and continue to see increased political activities from their employees at work and on social media platforms, including on business-related social media platforms, like LinkedIn. Managing employee expression causes unique challenges for employers and HR professionals, and in a General Election year, these challenges are likely to increase as the Presidential race, and other races, heat up.
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 Legal Updates Texas Federal Court's Invalidation of 2023 NLRB Joint Employer Rule Buys Employers Time
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 Targeted legal service, across industries and practices
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 Service lines and programs that unlock efficiency
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 The Clark Hill approach is equally pragmatic and growth-minded, which is why we understand our clients’ toughest business challenges. Our multidisciplinary, global team of advisors focuses on smart legal solutions, delivered simply.
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